Quantization of relativistic point particles coupled to three-dimensional Einstein gravity naturally leads to field theories living on the Lorentz group in their momentum representation. The Lie group structure of momentum space can be traced back to the classical phase space of the particles coupled to topological gravity. In this work we show how the non-trivial structure of momentum space leads to an unusual description of Fock space. The latter is reflected in a deformed algebra of creation and annihilation operators which reduces to the ordinary algebra when momentum space "flattens" to Minkowski space in the limit in which the three-dimensional Newton's constant vanishes. The construction is covariant under the action of relativistic symmetries acting on the Lorentz group-momentum space. This shows how it is possible to build a Fock space on a group manifold momentum space in a way consistent with the underlying (deformed) relativistic symmetries.
I. INTRODUCTION
The deep power of symmetries in physics is particularly evident in the description of elementary systems in classical and quantum theory. In quantum field theory for example the very concept of particle is realized in terms of an irreducible representation of the Poincaré group, the isometry group of Minkowski space. This picture is easily understood if we think of the particle as an elementary quantum system for which the action of a Poincaré transformation maps a given state into another state of the same system. According to the postulates of quantum theory these transformations must be implemented by unitary transformations on a Hilbert space which describes an elementary system if the representation is irreducible. When gravity enters the stage manifolds and metrics much less symmetric are allowed in the game and the space-time will look like Minkowski only locally or in certain asymptotic regions. Correspondingly in general space-times the notion of particle loses its "absolute" meaning [1] . In three space-time dimensions however solutions to the Einstein's equations will look like Minkowski space everywhere even though globally they might exhibit non-trivial topologies. Indeed such lower dimensional incarnation of Einstein's theory does not admit local degrees of freedom and its simplicity makes it a useful toy model for addressing various issues arising in the quest for a theory of quantum gravity. In this work we study some properties of quantum particles coupled to classical gravity in a three dimensional world. Owing to the topological nature of the theory matter has to be introduced in terms of defects, in particular particles will be represented as conical defects in an otherwise flat space-time. Upon quantization we find ourselves in a "semiclassical" setting where the back-reaction of gravity on the quantum system is forced into the picture in a "non-perturbative" way via topological nature of the coupling. This peculiar back-reaction has non-trivial consequences already for the classical description of the particle but its effects become rather dramatic when one considers the associated quantum filed theory. The main new feature one encounters is that momenta of the particles are parametrized by elements of a Lie group, in particular of the three-dimensional Lorentz group, rather than by vectors in Minkowski space. From a field theoretic point of view group valued momenta have appeared in the context of non-commutative field theories associated to deformations of relativistic symmetries almost a decade ago [2] (for an earlier discussion see [3] ). It turns out that the quantum field theory emerging from the quantization of topologically gravitating particle is also associated with a certain type of deformed symmetries, the quantum double of the Lorentz group, and that when Fourier transformed to "space-time" coordinates is indeed a non-commutative field theory (see [4] and references therein). In this work however we focus mainly on the construction of the Hilbert space of the theory in terms of states labelled by momentum eigenvalues. The reason we focus on this basic aspect is that in analogous four dimensional models a consistent formulation of Fock space has proved to be a surprisingly difficult task [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . The results we present here show that in three dimensions a formulation of Fock space consistent with the group nature of momenta and their associated deformed symmetries is in fact possible. The importance of this result is twofold. On one side it sheds lights on certain structures and mathematical features that will be relevant for addressing the issue of the formulation of the Hilbert space of a wide class of non-commutative field theories whith deformed relativistic symmetries. More importantly our findings serve as a invaluable guide in understanding in which direction one should look when searching for features of quantum filed theory which might be modified/altered in the presence of gravitational back-reaction. In the following Section we give detailed arguments of why the momenta of point particles coupled to three dimensional Einstein gravity are parametrized by elements of the Lorentz group. We do so both from the point of view of Chern-Simons formulation of the theory and in a "metric" approach. In Section III we describe the quantization of our point particle from the classical phase space to the one-particle Hilbert space. In Section IV we address the issue of constructing multi-particle states with group-valued momenta focusing on the role of the R-matrix and the braid group. In section V we show how it is possible to generalize the algebra of creation and annihilation operators to the deformed context and we conclude in Section VI with a discussion and outlook for future work.
II. THE MOMENTUM SPACE OF A TOPOLOGICALLY GRAVITATING PARTICLE

A. Invitation
A well known fact about Einstein gravity in 2+1 dimensions is that it does not possess local degrees of freedom [11] . Point particles are the simplest example of matter that can be coupled to the theory and due to the topological nature of the latter they must be introduced as defects surrounded by flat space. In particular the space-time containing a spinless point particle of mass m is described [12] by the metric
where G is the 2 + 1 dimensional Newton's constant with dimension of inverse mass. The metric above represents a conical space-time, indeed the length of a circular path centered at the origin, the location of the particle, divided by its radius is less than 2π and the "deficit angle" is proportional to the mass of the particle α = 8πGm. As in the familiar 3+1 dimensional case the mass is a source of curvature however the metric above is locally isometric to Minkowski space and thus the curvature can be only be non-zero at r = 0, the coordinate singularity and location of the particle. That this is indeed the case is revealed by calculating the holonomy of a path around the origin which turns out to be a rotation of the deficit angle α. As in ordinary 2 + 1 Minkowski space we can characterize the physical momentum of the particle, once its mass is given, by specifying two additional parameters which describe the linear momentum and which are in one-to-one correspondence with boosts. Alternatively we can take the three-momentum of the particle at rest (specified by its mass) and boost it to the appropriate value of the linear momentum. In this case three-momentum at rest is given by a vector in Minkowski space R 2,1 . Since in three dimensions Minkowski space is isomorphic to the Lorentz algebra sl(2, R) as a vector space one can easily see that the physical three-momentum is given by acting with a boost on the vector mJ 0 , where J 0 is the generator of rotation. In other words the physical momenta belong to orbits of the adjoint action of the Lorentz group SL(2, R) on its Lie algebra sl(2, R). When the particle is described by a conical defect its mass, the three-momentum at rest, is determined by a rotation by the angle α = 8πGm i.e. by exp(αJ 0 ) = g 0 ∈ SL(2, R). The physical momentum can be obtained by boosting the three momentum at rest, this is now achieved by conjugating g 0 by a Lorentz boost L ∈ SL(2, R)
Thus the kinematics of a massive particle coupled to 2 + 1-dimensional Einstein gravity described as a moving conical defect is determined by the set of rotation-like Lorentz transformations [13] . In analogy with the usual picture of a point particle in Minkowski space we see that the extended momentum space is now given by the group manifold SL(2, R) (to be contrasted with the vector space sl(2, R) in the ordinary Minkowski case) while its physical momentum g = h −1 g 0 h belongs to a given conjugacy class of the Lorentz group (to be contrasted with orbits of the Lorentz group on sl(2, R), the mass-shell, in the Minkowski case). Below we discuss how the momentum group manifold picture emerges in a more rigorous setting, first in the general relativistic picture closer to the heuristic discussion above and then in the context of the Chern-Simons formulation of 2 + 1-dimensional gravity.
B. Metric approach
Let us look more in depth at the mechanism for which the effective momentum space of a particle coupled to gravity in 2 + 1 dimensions becomes the Lorentz group manifold using the language of general relativity [13] . We start by imposing a constraint which enforces curvature to be zero everywhere except at the position of the particle, where it acquires a delta like singularity
The solution of the constraint equation (3) can be expressed in terms of the dreibein e = e a T a and the Lorentz connection ω = ω a J a , where the Lorentz generators J a and the translation ones T a satisfy the known commutation relations
The result is a conical space-time with vanishing torsion and Riemannian curvature equal to zero everywhere except at the tip of the cone where the particle is placed. The idea is to interpret this space-time as describing the worldline of a moving point particle [13] . In order to do so one first has to regularize the curvature singularity. Let us introduce polar coordinates (r, φ) on the cone. The first step will be to cut off the tip of the cone along the circle of an arbitrary constant r and then cut the resulting surface along the line φ = 0. As a result one obtains a semi-infinite strip, on which again one can introduce the coordinates r ∈ (0, ∞), φ ∈ (0, 2π). Since both curvature and torsion on the strip vanish the dreibein and connection are pure gauge and are given by
where L is a scalar field taking values in the group SL(2, R), while q is the one taking values in R 3 which is conveniently represented as the vector space of the algebra sl(2, R). Both dreibein and connection must be continuous across the cut, i.e. e µ (r, φ = 0) = e µ (r, φ = 2π), ω µ (r, φ = 0) = ω µ (r, φ = 2π). This condition leads to relations for the gauge parameters in (5)
where the time independent h and y belong to the Lorentz and translational parts of the Poincaré group, respectively and +/− subscripts denote the values at φ = 0 and φ = 2π. Since the r = 0, φ ∈ (0, 2π) boundary effectively replaces the tip of the cone it is natural to impose the condition e φ (r = 0, φ, t) = 0 so that the circumference of this boundary vanishes and its time evolution will effectively look like a worldline. Denoting the values at r = 0 with a bar we see thatq + (t) =q − (t) ≡ x(t). Then it follows from differentiating (6) with respect to time that the velocityẋ = v a T a is left invariant by the adjoint action of h namely it must commute with such Lorentz group element. This means that the velocity vector v is parallel to the "axis" p of the Lorentz transformation of the form
where κ = (4πG) −1 is a constant with dimension of energy. One naturally identifies p a with the components of threemomentum of the particle as shown in [13] . As we saw above the mass of the particle is proportional to the deficit angle of the conical space. A way to measure the deficit angle is to transport a vector along a closed path around the boundary, as a result it will be rotated by the angle α = 8πGm. Physical momenta will be thus characterized by Lorentz "holonomies" h which represent a rotation by α = 8πGm. Such requirement imposes the restriction
on the "physical" holonomies giving us a "deformed" mass-shell condition. From a mathematical point of view such on-shell condition is, as anticipated above, equivalent to imposing that physical holonomies/momenta lie in a given conjugacy class of the Lorentz group (see e.g. [14] for a pedagogical discussion).
C. Chern-Simons approach
The same picture discussed above emerges in the formulation of Einstein gravity in 2 + 1 dimensions as a topological field theory. As shown by Witten [15] in three space-time dimensios gravity can be formulated as a Chern-Simons theory with the gauge group being (in the case of vanishing cosmological constant) the 2 + 1-dimensional Poincaré group ISO(2, 1). The latter is a semi-direct product of the groups SO + (2, 1) = SL(2, R)/Z 2 and R 3 . Thus one can decompose a Poincaré group element into the Lorentz and translational parts g = (L, q) and the group multiplication takes the form
In order to write down the Chern-Simons action one needs an invariant inner product on the Lie algebra iso(2, 1). It turns out that in 2 + 1 dimensions there are two products available, and it is customary [15] to choose the one satisfying
The pure gravity action can be written in terms of the Chern-Simons connection A = e a T a + ω a J a . Using the convenient decomposition A = A 0 dt + A M with a iso(2, 1)-valued function A 0 and a iso(2, 1)-valued one-form A M on the two-dimensional spatial surface M we write it in the form
where F (A M ) is the curvature two-form of A M . A point particle can be minimally coupled to the theory [16] , [17] if its action is written in terms of a ISO(2, 1) element h = (L, q) as
In Minkowski space one can easily see that this action reproduces the usual action for a relativistic point particle.
Indeed if we write L mJ 0 L −1 = p = p a J a and q = q a T a and notice that h
L it is easily shown that
as expected. The full action of the gravity-particle system reads
where the connection A M is constrained by Gauss law (the field equation of A 0 ) according to (3) imposed on the curvature F (A M ). The above constraint can be easily solved as follows. Let us decompose the manifold M into two subregions: the plaquette D being a circle with the center at the position of the particle, on which we introduce coordinates 0 ≤ r ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π and the asymptotic region Σ with r ≥ 1. These two regions have a common boundary H, r = 1, 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π. On the asymptotic region the connection is flat and the gauge field takes the form
where γ is an element of the Poincaré gauge group. One can find the general solution of (3) on the disc as well, it reads
The fact that (16) is a general solution of (3) can be easily checked using the identity ddφ = 2πδ(x)dx 1 ∧ dx 2 and that F (A g ) = gF (A)g −1 , where A g denotes the gauge transformed connection and
In addition we assume that the gauge field is continuous across the boundary H, which imposes an additional relation between γ andγ γ dγ
Decomposing γ = (M, q),γ = (M ,q) a general solution of (17) can be found to read [18] 
where N and y are generic time-dependent (but space-independent) Lorentz and translation groups elements, respectively. A remarkable thing happens when the explicit forms of the Chern-Simons connection (15) , (16) with the boundary conditions (18) are substituted to the action (14) . Namely the action of the gravity plus particle system collapses to the action describing a deformed particle with curved momentum space being the SL(2, R) group manifold. Explicitly, consider the group valued momentum
where p 3 = cos(p/κ), p a = 2κp a /p sin(p/κ). The "momentum" Π is an element of SL(2, R) so the condition p 2 3 − 1 4κ 2 p a p a = 1 must hold, moreover, since the components p a represent the Lorentz transformed momentum of a particle at rest they satisfy the on-shell relation (8) . In terms of the group valued momenta Π introduced above the the effective action reads
where λ is a standard Lagrange multiplier enforcing the mass shell constraint needed if we want to treat all the components p a as independent variables. Below we illustrate the deep consequences that the Lie group structure of momentum space we just described has in the construction of the quantum one-particle states, the building blocks of the Fock space of the corresponding quantum field theory.
III. FIELDS ON A CONJUGACY CLASS: THE HILBERT SPACE OF A GRAVITATING PARTICLE
The "one-particle" Hilbert space of a relativistic system is the quantum counterpart of the phase space of a classical relativistic point particle. As discussed in the Introduction as a relativistic and elementary quantum system such space should carry an irreducible representation of the Poincaré group (see e.g. [19] ). In ordinary 3d Minkowski space-time the space of complex functions on the (positive) mass-shell equipped with the invariant inner product
is a Hilbert space on which the Poincaré group acts irreducibly and indeed is taken as the space of states of a single massive quantum relativistic particle [20] . We look here for a quantum counterpart of the phase space with "curved" momentum space SL(2, R). In general given a space, not necessarily a vector space, on which the action of a group is defined, one can construct a representation of such group on the set of complex functions on the given space [21] . Indeed in a non-gravitational setting Minkowski space naturally carries an action of the Poincaré group and so will the complex functions on it. However the representation of the Poincaré group on such space of functions is not irreducible. One has to look at the restriction to the set of functions with support on orbits of the Lorentz group and in particular, to describe a massive particle, to the positive mass-shell. As we showed in the previous Section for a relativistic particle coupled to three-dimensional gravity orbits of the Lorentz group on Minkowski space are replaced by conjugacy classes of the three-dimensional Lorentz group, i.e. "orbits" of the group acting on itself by conjugation. Thus one is naturally led to consider complex functions on conjugacy classes of SL(2, R) as Hilbert spaces of "conical" particles with a given mass m. Such intuition is indeed correct as first explored in [22] and further shown in [23] . In particular in [22] Carlip, following the strategy first adopted in [24] , quantized the gravitating particle starting from the classical phase space and using the Chern-Simons formulation of 3d gravity; the resulting Hilbert space is given by functions on a given conjugacy class. In [25] it was shown that the space of functions on a conjugacy class carries an irreducible representations of a nontrivial Hopf algebra, the quantum double of the Lorentz group, also known as the "Lorentz double", [26] . The latter can be seen as a deformation of the group algebra of the Poincaré group (for more details see [25] ). Thus, roughly speaking, the effect of gravity on quantum particles in 3d is to deform the group of relativistic symmetries into a nontrivial Hopf algebra or quantum group. A detailed discussion of the role of the Hopf algebra structure of the Lorentz double is beyond the scope of the present work (see [27] for a basic introduction). Here we would like to remark that the non-trivial co-algebra structure of these deformed models governs the action of the symmetry generators on tensor products of representations and, for example, is reflected on the non-abelian addition of momenta discussed in the next Section. Our starting point here will be the Hilbert space of a particle with mass m realized in terms of functions on the "positive energy" subspace of the conjugacy class given by elements of SL(2, R) conjugate to a rotation by an angle 8πGm. A canonical choice of positive energy subspace is given in terms of the condition p 0 > 0 (see [13] ) on the 'cartesian' matrix parametrization of group elements (19) given above. Functions on the Hilbert space are square integrable with respect to the invariant measure
where dµ(g) is the (left and right-invariant) Haar measure on the group and the Dirac delta has support on the given conjugacy class. The associated inner product will be given by
where θ(p 0 ) restricts the support of the integrand to the "positive energy" hyperboloid.
As customary we label one-particle states in terms of elements of conjugacy classes of SL(2, R) which we denote simply by |g . Since these kets carry an irreducible representation of the Lorentz double we must have an action of Lorentz transformations and translation generators on them. The Lorentz group has natural left and right actions on itself
and from our discussion above we know that functions on the group will carry a left and right representations of the group so that our kets will transform as
Notice that the two actions are related by group inversion, i.e. g ⊲ R (.) ≡ g −1 ⊲ L (.) and thus it suffices to restrict to one of the two. Once a choice of group action has been made it is easily checked that it corresponds to the Lorentz sector of the representation of the Lorentz double as constructed in [23, 26] . From these representations one can also read off the action of the translation generators which are formally the same as ordinary translations i.e.
T (x) ⊲ |h ≡ e 1 2κ Tr(hx) ⊲ |h (26) where x = x a J a ∈ sl(2, R). The analogy with the unitary action of ordinary translations in three-dimensional Minkowski space is manifest in the parametrization of h ∈ SL(2, R) given by "cartesian" coordinates p a (h) = κ 2 Tr(hJ a ) for which
In this representation we can write down "translation generators" 1 whose eigenvalues give us the momentum carried by a one-particle state
which will be useful for what follows. The scalar product (23) above becomes the following relation for bra and kets in terms of (generalized) functions on the conjugacy class
Note that the delta function which appears above is invariant under conjugation δ h (g) = δ(h
In closing this section we notice that in the limit G → 0 the conjugacy class "flattens out" into an orbit of the Lorentz group in Minkowski space and we re-obtain the one particle Hilbert of ordinary quantum field theory in terms of functions on the positive energy mass-shell square integrable w.r.t. the ordinary Lebesgue measure.
IV. MULTI-PARTICLE STATES: DEFORMED SYMMETRIZATION
As seen above quantum states representing a single massive scalar particle are labelled by elements of conjugacy classes of SL(2, R). We now move to the description of the multiparticle sector of the space of states of the theory. In ordinary (bosonic) Fock space constructions [29] indistinguishability of elementary quantum particles requires that states which describe more than "one particle" are described by symmetrized tensor products of one-particle states. This simple procedure becomes quite non-trivial in the present context. To see this let us consider the total momentum carried by a simple tensor product of one particle states |h 1 ⊗ |h 2 . The action of a translation generator on such tensor product is determined by the "co-algebra" structure of the Lorentz double [4, 23] and it is intuitively quite simple
The essential feature of the action above is that due to the non-abelian nature of the momentum group manifold the two tensor product states |h 1 ⊗ |h 2 and |h 2 ⊗ |h 1 will have different total momenta: p a (h 1 h 2 ) = p a (h 2 h 1 ). In particular the "ordinary" symmetrized state
is not an eigenstate of the translation generators. If we interpret pictorially the flip of tensor products in terms of an "exchange" of particles we see that by a local switch of particles we have altered a global property of the system, the total momentum, which is defined by a holonomy around both defects. If we assume instead that when a particle moves around the other it gets conjugated by the holonomy of the first then the local exchange will not affect the global momentum of the system. Indeed a two-particle state given by
has well defined momenta p a (h 1 h 2 ), as it can be easily checked. Notice that we can make the same ansatz but keeping the particle labelled by h 1 fixed and having the other going around it. We can thus write down what we call "left" and "right" symmetrization
As we will see below the "left" and "right" labels are justified by the relation of the different symmetrizations with the adoption of left or right action of the Lorentz group on itself. Let us remark here that, not surprisingly, the fact that the momentum of a particle gets conjugated by the holonomy of the other particle when "exchanging" the two has strict analogy with the phenomenon of flux metamorphosis in lower dimensional gauge theories in presence of excitations carrying topological charges [30, 31] . Before moving on in the description of our construction let us discuss the covariance properties of the proposed symmetrization. As we have seen in the previous Section the Lorentz group acts on the kets by conjugation. On tensor products of representations the action of the Lorentz group should be read off the co-product of the Lorentz double and it turns out [26] that such action is group-like and thus it is the usual action that ordinary Lorentz transformations would have on tensor product states namely
It is straightforward to check that both left and right symmetrizations above are covariant under such transformations namely
This is reassuring since the deformed symmetrization we propose is not in conflict with the underlying symmetries of the system. At a closer look this should not come as a surprise since it can be shown that the Lorentz double (as any other quantum double construction) possesses a quantum R-matrix from which one can construct a generalization of the usual "flip" operator (σ(a ⊗ b) = b ⊗ a) which acts as an intertwiner of tensor product representations. Indeed for the Lorentz double the R-matrix acts on a tensor product of kets as the transformation
and the R 21 -matrix, which is its reverse-order variant, acts as
If we now assume a left action of the Lorentz group on kets one can easily show that
On the other hand setting the action of Lorentz generators on kets as the right action one has
It is straightforward to show that the above prescription for symmetrization extends to a generic n-particle state. Indeed in this case one can construct all possible permutations of a given n-fold tensor product of one-particle states using, instead of the ordinary exchange operator
and analogously for the right symmetrization. Notice that the exchange operator does not square to the identity and thus its action can be seen as a representation of the braid group [32] rather than the symmetric group, obeying the corresponding relations
Explicitly a given n-particle state can be built iteratively:
and analogously for the right symmetrization. Let us notice at this point that using higher powers of the exchange operator τ L = σ • R one can construct several candidates for multiparticle states. For example the two-particle state
obtained by "braiding" the state |h 1 h 2 h −1 1 ⊗|h 1 is an eigenstate of the momentum operator with eigenvalue p a (h 1 h 2 ) like the state
It can be noted however that
Similarly braiding the state |h 1 h 2 h 1 h
one obtains a state with total momentum p a (h 1 h 2 ) which is nothing but ∆Λ(h 1 h 2 )(|h 1 h 2 L ). In other words candidate two-particle states obtained using multiple powers of the exchange operator can be obtained by Lorentz transforming "basic" two-particle states constructed using just one power of σ • R as long as both left and right symmetrization are considered within the physical Fock space.
V. BRAIDING COMMUTATORS: THE PROPOSAL
In this Section we explore the possibility of defining analogues of creation and annihilation operators which starting from a vacuum state |0 defined by
will span the full Fock space of the theory. As noticed above Lorentz transformations by one of the labels of the basis kets act non-trivially in multiparticle states. In particular the following property holds
which shows that there is a non-trivial relation between left-and right-symmetrized states and their counterparts with inverted labels: they are connected by a Lorentz transformation involving one of the "momentum" group elements.
One can go further and prove the following useful relation
1 ) ⊗ ½) we can then write the following braided commutators
where by definition a †
While the commutators written above in terms of Lorentz transformations give a more "physical" picture of the deformed creation and annihilation operators, from the algebraic point of view it would be more satisfactory to re-write the above commutators in terms of the R-matrix. This is indeed possible but the outcome is not more illuminating that the relations above and reads
where it is intended that R
. One could now proceed in an analogous way starting from the right action of the Lorentz group on one-particle states and define right operators which create and annihilate right-symmetrized states. However since the latter are connected by Lorentz transformations to the left symmetrized states as shown in (46) the explicit expressions for the left-braided commutators given above will be sufficient for our illustrative purposes. To find the "cross"-commutators between a L (h) and a † L (h) we use the inner product h|g = δ(h −1 g) and the invariance of the delta function under conjugation δ(h −1 g) = δ(k −1 h −1 gk). Then we consider the action of an annihilation operator on a two-particle state 
Now using the invariance of the delta function under conjugation we see that
from which we can infer the commutator
Of course one can proceed in a similar way to obtain an analogous expression for the right operator. Our conjecture is that the "braided" commutators obtained above using only the properties of two-particle states are the correct generalization of the algebra of creation and annihilation operators of ordinary quantum field theory for our "braided" field theory model. It remains however to be proved that these results extend to a generic n-particle states and such task is left for future investigation.
VI. DISCUSSION
The main lesson we learn in attempting to construct the Hilbert space of a relativistic particle gravitating in 2+1 dimensions is that its defect-like nature profoundly affects the multiparticle structure of the theory. We found that the non-abelian composition of group-valued momenta labelling one-particle states imposes a braided symmetrization in the construction of multiparticle states. This reflects a non-trivial algebraic structure underlying the symmetries of the particle's phase space governed by the quantum double of the Lorentz group whose mathematical aspects were studied in the past [26] but which here are applied for the first time in a field theoretic context. Under the appropriate generalization of Fourier transform our field defined on a group manifold can be mapped into a non-commutative field defined on the corresponding Lie algebra. The analysis presented thus provides the first consistent covariant deformed/braided Fock space for a non-commutative quantum field theory of this type. Field theories exhibiting similar mathematical structures in 3+1 dimensions have been widely studied in the past but the construction of a covariant Fock space compatible with the deformed symmetries has been a challenging problem which remains open. We believe that our results will be of guidance for solving this long standing issue. Finally this work aims to show in a clear and straightforward way how certain field theories beyond ordinary local QFT naturally emerge in a very simple combination of Einstein gravity and quantum theory in lower dimensions. This kind of "toy-semiclassical gravity" shows that QFT undergoes deep structural changes in the presence of topological gravity [35] and may indicate potential avenues for analogous modifications in four dimensions where the connection of similar non-commutative field theories to (quantum) gravity is far from being an established fact.
